Part Three
Champions of
Hammer and Sickle

9. The Hall of Heroes

In the Hall of Communism’s Heroes, Karl Marx and Vladimir Ilyich
Lenin are ringed around with the ranks of no mean comrades.
Karl Kautsky, for example. A follower of Marx, Kautsky did more than
systematize Marx’s theories. More learned as a philosopher and more
authoritative about Marxism than Marx himself, Kautsky came to be
known as the “pope of international socialism”—a touch of irony he and
Marx might have savored! And there was Friedrich Engels, of course,
who was somewhat more humanistic and certainly more practicalminded than Karl Marx, but not a whit less bitter or less bloody-minded
As a lifelong colleague of Marx and Communist activist, he helped make
the penniless Marx financially viable for most of his life.
Obscure as they may now be, there were hundreds of others among
the “international socialist fraternity” who would be in such a Hall of
Heroes. Men such as C. V. Plekhanov and P. B. Axelrod, for example,
who pinpointed the masses of workers—the proletariat—as the pivot of
any successful revolution, and so set the basic lines of Lenin’s thinking
about a Russian birth for political Marxism.
Even before Marx, there were some dozen social theorists and active
experimenters who would have their hero’s niches too. America’s Robert
Owen, with his “New Harmony” foundation in Indiana, and France’s
Charles Fournier, with his original “Phalanx” of workers, are but two
who must come quickly to mind.
Name as many more such men as you please, however, and list all
their accomplishments, and still the preeminent dais must be reserved
for lust those two. For Karl Marx, who developed a novel way of thinking
about the death and burial of all social classes in the world, except the
“working class”; and for Vladimir Lenin, the fierce and resourceful activ
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ist—the one man who set out to create an international body that would
bring about the actual and violent death of capitalism. The man who
would entomb capitalism beneath the sun-kissed meadows of a nearfuture and totally this-worldly “Paradise of the Workers.”
Like many others born and bred in the sterile world created by Leninist
Marxism—like Alebandr Solzhenitsvn, for example, or like Milovan
Djilas of Yugoslavia—Karol Wojtyla watched the twilight shadows
lengthen decade by decade over that cruel and sterile Paradise From the
start of his pontificate, therefore, John Paul had been preparing for some
sweeping and possibly convulsive change that he knew was inevitable in
the Soviet East. And he was certain that once it came, such a change
would have its profound effects in the very foundations of the capitalist
West, tied as it had been for so long with the East nations.
In his mind, therefore, Pope John Paul II has always resented two
more places of special distinction in that Hall of Communism’s Heroes.
It was always possible he thought, that a virtually forgotten Sardrnian
by the name of Antonio Gramsci would rise from the little covert of
obscurity assigned him by Lenin, to claim his own and special place as
nothing less than a genius of Marxist pragmatism. The remaining place
on the dais. John Paul has always thought, would be resen’ed for the first
Soviet leader with the practical sense, the breadth of mind and the polit
ical daring to listen at long last to Antonio Gramsci.
As it has turned out, that place will probably be occupied by Mikhad
Gorbachev
Since the emergence of Gorbachev as the standard-bearer of expected
and long-overdue change, John Paul has focused on certain basic points
about him, and about his Gorbachevism, that provide the most accurate
reading of the mind and intent of the Soviet leader, and that therefore
most accurately foretell the future course of his policies.
For those who share the Pope s belief, mind and outlook, the point of
greatest significance about Gorbachev is that he is the head of the only
government, and leader of the only political ideology in the world and in
all of recorded history, that are officially antireligious—officially based
on a belief that everything about human life is material. In all its mani
festations and abilities and destiny, there is nothing more to mankind
beyond gross matter. That is a basic belief of the genuine Marxist. As
the Pontiff knows from the deep experience of a lifetime, any claim to
the contrary is put fonvard as pretext, and is accepted out of ignorance
or connivance or wishful thinking
For the other contenders in the geopolitical arena with these two
Slays, Pope John Paul II and President Gorbachev, meanwhile—
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whether or not such contenders share the belief, mmd and outlook of
either one—the point of greatest significance about Mikhail Gorbachev
is exactly parallel to the point of greatest significance about John Paul
For just as the Pontiff’s foothold on the geopolitical plane derives from
his position as the head of the world’s only georeligious institution, so
Gorbachev’s foothold on the geopolitical plane is guaranteed him by the
fact that he is titular head of the world’s only existing geo-ideology—the
Soviet Marxist version of Communism
In strictly geopolitical terms, in other words, the parallel between these
two leaders holds firm because of one simple and inescapable circum
stance At a cntical moment in world history, each assumed an office
through which he inhented an already functioning and geopolitically
structured institution
Geopolitically, it matters little that Gorbachev has but six predecessors
—Lenin, Stalin, Khrushchev, Brezhnev, Andropov and Chemenko—
whose lives taken together span barely more than a single century, while
John Paul’s 263 predecessors reach back to Simon Peter as the first to
take in hand the Keys of authority as Chnst’s earthly Vicar
For in the geopolitical arena, it is not age or lineage, but institutional
structure and histoncal opportunity, that are the operative factors of
overriding importance
There are other factors about Gorbachev, and about Gorbachevism,
that are of prime significance in John Paul’s thinking
For one thing, the Pope recognized in Mikhail Gorbachev a leader as
deeply endowed as he is himself with an instinct for the geopolitical issue
The Soviet leader has his eyes fixed just as surely as the Pontiff does on
a geopolitical goal Each man, in fact, displays precisely those talents
that facilitate his geopolitical policy and action in order to attain the goal
he has in mind
John Paul II, himself emergent from the maw of the Russian Bear, is
as intimately acquainted as Gorbachev with the lineaments and the gut
issues of the Soviet system. For more than one visiting representative
from free-world governments who seek the Pontiff out in this matter, as
in many others, he has ticked off the early highlights and pointed to the
future aims of Gorbachev’s innovation. “Gorbachev,” he remarked to
one such visitor, “is potentially as great an innovator as his founding
father, Vladimir Ilyich Ulyanov, better known to you Anglo-Saxons as
Lenin.”
John Paul is fully convinced that the purpose of Gorbachev’s innova
tion has everything to do with adaptation of failed Soviet structures and
nothing at all to do with change of Soviet ideology. There is not the
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slightest doubt in the Pontiff’s mind that Gorbachev understands as
clearly as anyone that the non-Marxist nations are now building inter
national structures in which eventually to house a geopolitical world.
Nor can there be much question that his dramatic innovations are in
tended in the first instance to take MI advantage of the tried-and-true
formula of balance still favored by the West. The Soviet Union must
establish itself quickly as an acceptable partner in the building of those
new international structures. Indeed, it is fairly certain that Gorbachev
will, if he can, chisel the Soviet name deeper than even Lenin might
ever have dreamed into the very cornerstones of those new structures.
If Gorbachev can accomplish that much—and he appears to be well
on his way—then John Paul is convinced that the USSR has a fair
chance at its long-term goal: the effective and thoroughgoing domination
of those same structures.
If those near- and long-term goals sound simplistic to some; or if they
seem too much like the goals always nurtured and nourished by less
appealing Soviet leaders of the past; or if they fall as uncomfortably on
the mind as John Paul’s moral assessment of the East-West division of
the world, the Pope suffers no embarrassment for that For it has been
his experience that most modern leaders of nations, and most ordinary
people in the West, do not realize that Mikhail Gorbachev is thoroughly
soaked in the Marxism of Lenin, or that Lenin was deeply, sincerely
committed to his hatred of everything about capitalism and capitalists
Only those who do not really accept that ugly fact about Soviet Leninist
Marxism as a backdrop to all Gorbachev says and does, only they can
blithely do business with the Soviet Union and its surrogates as if their
doing so invited no danger to what they hold most dear—their fortunes,
their lives and their way of life
Not for a moment does Pope John Paul share such attitudes On the
contrary Because he finds them unrealistic—and potentially at least as
deadly as the policy of containment that housed them for so many de
cades—the Pope cannot even label those attitudes as hopeful.
What he emphasizes instead is a seemingly unmistakable line of hered
ity and evolution leading from Marx’s Marxism, through Lenin’s Lenin
ism and Stalin’s Stalinism, all the way up to Gorbachev and his
Gorbachevism. Four different styles distinguish these four men one from
the other, no doubt about it. But one common thread can be seen that
unites them all—the frustrated would-be university professor who lies
buried in London’s Highgate Hill Cemetery, the dapper little zealot
mummified beneath Red Square in Moscow, the black-toothed tyrant
hidden away in the Kremlin’s wall, and the current mover and shaker of
our international community.

Vie Hall oJHerocs
For all their many differences, these are the four great Champions of
Hammer and Sickle. The four greatest visionaries who share a utopian
ideal that has already left the world a misshapen place, and that would
remake the whole of the human race according to a mind John Paul
recognizes as filled with hatred for all that is divine in the human condi
tion.
Leaving aside that question of personal style, the most important dif
ferences between Mikhail Gorbachev and his predecessors lie in three
areas for Pope John Paul.
First, this new Soviet leader has an extraordinary grasp of the geo
political capability of the Leninist-Marxist system he now controls Sec
ond, he has a clear understanding of the basic errors in Lenin’s thinking
And finally, he realizes that Lenin should have listened to Antonio
Gramsci—the one man who got the scenario right the first time, because
he had taken the measure of the West in the twentieth century as no
other Marxist before or since has ever done
For John Paul, therefore, no understanding of Mikhail Gorbachev or
of his Gorbachevism will be possible in the West as long as the West
leaders insist on wearing historical blinders. There will be no understand
ing of Gorbachev as a prime contender in the geopolitical arena, or of
Gorbachevism as his intended vehicle for ultimate Soviet success in that
arena, unless the \Vest rids itself once and for all of the international
pretense that has permitted it to accept the Big Lie that the Soviet Union
was founded and developed as a normal nation by normal means.
It is essential, insists John Paul, to understand that the USSR was
never a nation at all, in fact, but a hybrid system of structures forced
upon a hundred ethnic groups and a variety of nations. It is a system of
thoroughly sinful structures that gave itself a clever name, the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics, under which it has been allowed to masquer
ade as a normal nation in the family of nations. Moreover, it is essential
to trace how all this happened; and to do so without draping the Big Lie
any longer in the acceptable folds of principles of balance and policies of
containment.
To understand Gorbachei’ and his Gorbachevism, insists Pope John
Paul, understand the real and unromanticized Marx and what drove
him. Understand the real Lenin together with the vision and purpose of
his Leninism. Understand the successful, blood-soaked mania of Stalin.
And understand the fundamentally Leninist turn that Gorbachev has
given to the direction of world affairs. When all of that is digested,
understand the one man who might have saved Lenin’s vision from
Stalin’s rape.
Understand the one man whose voice Gorbachev seems to have heard
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as the clarion of Soviet triumph. Understand the role of Antonio Gram
sci in the geopolitical endgame of our age.
If the West nations fail to do all or any of that, then, John Paul warns,
they will also fail to understand Mikhail Gorbachev They will fail to
understand Gorbachevism And they will fail to see how Gorbachev
configures the future of the Soviet Union and of our coming world
Meanwhile, and whether or not Gorbachev remains personally in
power, it is a certainty, in John Paul’s unblinking assessment of past and
future, that this most appealing and most theatrical of Soviet leaders has
triggered events that prefigure an unparalleled new course for East and
West alike And for East and West alike, there is no turning back now
from a friture whose roots lie deep within the ineradicable truth of Soviet
history

10 Karl Marx

Karl Heinrich Marx was born into a Jewish family at Trier, Germany, on
May 5, 1818 He passed rapidly from the undigested Judaism of his child
hood into a short but perfervid period of Lutheranism, to which he
converted with his whole family, and during that time he wrote touching
poems to Christ as his Savior
That moment gave way to another intense penod of his youth, how
ever, as he progressed through the universities of Bonn, Berlin and Jena
At Berlin University, he indulged in a virulent form of ceremonial,
confessional Satanism Dating from that period, his youthful poems in
adoration of “Oulanem”—a ntualistic name for Satan—contrast eerily
with his earlier poems in homage to Christ But the chief outward effect
of his early personal Satanist attachment was to be seen in his consis
tently and professionally anti-God and godless outlook Marx remained
violently opposed to faith and religion for the rest of his life
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By the time he graduated from Jena, in 1841, Marx had settled upon
the social condition of mankind throughout history as his field of special
interest No philosopher himself, it was not surprising that he should
have looked to the philosophy of another man to supply the superstruc
ture of his own historical and social outlook What was extraordinary was
that Marx, dedicated heart and soul to atheism, should have derived that
centerpiece of his thinking from Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, who had
flourished and passed from the scene before Marx was fourteen. For
Hegel had lived and died a believing Christian; and his theories about
human history were steeped in his faith.
Hegel saw human history as a process through which all mankind has
been advancing from the most primitive conditions of thought, culture
and belief right up to the emergence of Christianity as the fullest expres
sion of human ideals
In essence, human progress was defined by Hegel as a process very
much like a discussion between two men arguing about something in
order to explain it. One man states his opinion or theory. His companion
criticizes that theory, and proposes a different one. From their continu
ing discussion—presumably a friendly and constructive one—there
emerges a third and new theory, which preserves what was true in the
first two and which both men accept.
Hegel called the first theory a thesis The second theory, he said, was
an antithesis, because it opposed the first The discussion itself he la
beled a dialectic, from the Greek word for “conversation” or “arguing
And the theory finally accepted out of this process he called a synthesis
For Hegel, that dialectic exactly marked the manner of all human
progress. There was one primitive stage of human history: a thesis. An
other stage appeared in opposition: an antithesis. Out of the clash be
hveen the two—the dialectic—came a third and victorious stage: the
synthesis.
All human progress, said Hegel, from the most primitive condition up
to the most refined, proceeded along the lines of this triple-stage dialectic
toward an ultimate goal. Moreover, Cod himself had fixed that goal
ahead of time; and so, too, had God laid out the plan of triple-stage steps
by which to arrive at the goal.
That ultimate goal was the transcendence by mankind of its own finite
and created nature, and the attainment of absolute knowledge of the
infinite: of God.
What Hegel had worked out, in other words, was a dialectic ofspidtual
transcendence—an attempt to codify the system provided by God from
the beginning, by which man was to transcend the material limits of his
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nature. The entire dialectic process was part and parcel of the destiny
Cod had mandated for mankind to become greater than itself. Spirit
inhabited matter, said Hegel, and drove mankind on through the succes
sive triple-stage steps of history to that destiny.
By the time he appropriated Hegel’s idea of the dialectic and applied it
to his own thinking about the social condition of mankind throughout
history, Marx was a thoroughly convinced atheist, frilly persuaded there
was no such thing as a soul and no such thing as spirit in man. Obviously,
then, there would have to be a few adjustments here and there, if Hegel’s
theory was to be made suitable.
Yes, said Marx, there is a dialectic moving men through history. And,
yes, that dialectic is a clash between thesis and antithesis. But while there
is a senes of steps leading to a goal, there is nothing transcendent about
any of it
In fact, for Marx there was nothing transcendent about mankind itself
There was no spirit and no soul There was just this highly developed
and totally matenal animal called man And this animal was driven, as
all matter was, not by transcendent spint but by blind forces completely
innate in matter. Powerful natural forces that mankind could not suc
cessfully resist All was immanent to man There was nothing in him
that transcended his material condition
In total contrast to Hegel’s dialectic of spiritual forces, then, Marx
constructed a dialectic of material forces Thus was born the dialectical
materialism of the Marxist lexicon.
As the chicken had been redefined, it was obvious that the egg would
hatch a new and different beast, as well. The history of material man
kind, said Marx, was a series of clashes, or dialectics, which all repre
sented stages in what amounted to just one great clash—a kind of superdialectic of human history that came to be called by the most famous of
Marxist terms, the “class stmggle.” That clash was and always had been
between the blind, material, irresistible forces inner to the proletariat,
and the opposing forces of whatever privileged classes there might hap
pen to be at any given historical period.
Human history itself, therefore, was written within the framework of
dialectical materialism. It was the stow of that clash of clashes. In Marx’s
reading of history, the proletarian mass of landless, moneyless, powerless
workers—the thesis in Marx’s redefined dialectic of material forces—
constituted the structure of human society. In every set of historical
arrangements that had ever existed, the proletariat was the manifestation
of that same irresistible force, the dominant thesis of human history.
Throughout history, the privileged classes—the antithesis in Marxist
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thinking—have always imposed a “superstructure” of oppression on the
proletarian “structure.” Emperors had imposed their empires. Kings had
imposed their kingdoms. Princes had imposed their aristocracies.
Religious people and their churches had imposed their hierarchies
The bourgeoisie and the merchant class had imposed their systems of
capital and land
Marx was corn ineed by all he could see around him that the antithesis
of his time was a spent force The old regime of authoritarian kings ½as
giving way to the rise of parliamentary democracy. But that circumstance
itself, said Marx, was just one more passing step on the road to the true
destiny of material mankind: the triumph of the proletariat as the final
great human synthesis of history.
The first internationally resonant bellow of Marxism was heard in
1848, when, together with fellow socialist Friedrich Engels, Marx pub
lished The Communist Manifesto. It was too much for the resident “an
tithesis” powers of Europe, which were already badly shaken by what
historians have dubbed the “year of revolutions’ For Marx was feeding
the fires of social upheaval with his prediction of the imminent fulfill
ment of mankind’s irresistible destiny the proletanan revolution that
would sweep away the oppressive superstructure finally and for all time
“Society as a whole,” insisted Marx in his Manifesto, “is more and
more splitting up into two great hostile camps, into two great classes
directly facing each other: Bourgeoisie and Proletariat.
The workers
have no country
and the supremacy of the Proletariat will cause the
Bourgeoisie to vanish still faster.”
As bellicose as such material was, it was only a foretaste of what was
to come. For when Charles Darwin published his theory of evolution
two years later, in 1850, Marx regarded it as far more than theory. He
seized upon it as his “scientific” proof that there was no kingdom of
Heaven, only the kingdom of Matter. Darwin had vindicated Marx in his
rejection of Hegel’s belief in the soul, in the spirit and in God as the
ultimate goal of human history.
So elated was Marx at the idea that man had actually evolved from
stuff and matter that, had he been of a different mind, he might have
hailed Darwin as a godsend. As it was, he wrote a self-congratulatory
letter, in which he hailed Darwin as the one who had accomplished for
anthropology what Marx himself was accomplishing for sociology.
It might have been foreseen that Marx would find no congenial home
in the continental Europe of his day. En 1843, he had married Jenny von
Westphalen, with whom he remained deeply in love all his life. Circum
stances never allowed him to settle his family as he would surely have
.
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liked, however. He shuttled back and forth between Germany, France
and Belgium. Finally, in 1849, he migrated to London, where, as the
supreme irony of his life, he eked out a sustenance for himself and his
family in total dependence on the generosity of members of the capitalist
class he hated so thoroughly. His own beloved Jenny was a member of
that class. Horace Greeley, founder of the New York Herald Tribune,
literally protected Marx and his family from starvation. And his friend
Friedrich Engels helped out too, with his own capitalist earnings from
the Manchester affiliate of his father’s textile industry.
To add to Marx’s trials, he lost several of his children to death, includ
ing his only son, Edgar His greatest consolation was his love for Jenny
And his only triumph was that, by the time he joined his children in
death, on March 14, 1883, Marx had established himself 35 the founda
tional theoretician of what we now call Communism
Marx was primarily a student of social developments and a compiler
of the views of others He was saddled with the impossible desire, but not
the necessary mental ability, to be a metaphysician He was frustrated in
his lifelong wish to hold a professorship at a prestigious university In no
way a doer of deeds, however, Marx kept to his books and his writing
He devoted his energies to outlining, if not exactly refining, his new
process of social engineering
Because of his virulent opposition to religion, and his quasi devotion
to the scientific requirements of his day, Marx watered down his messi
anic persuasion that the proletariat would very soon be supremely dom
inant in human society. At least, he rationalized away the more mystical
elements of that messianism, in order to produce a mentally satisfying
synthesis of Hegelian dialectics, Darwinian evolutionary theory and the
brutal facts of life in the world that lay outside the cocoon in which he
came to live.
What he saw and tried to grapple with in that world were such bur
geoning and hardheaded problems as the decline at one and the same
time of both the ancien régime and the middle class, the start of galloping
urbanization, labor relations, commodity pricing systems, the rise of
colonialist empires and the inevitable politicization of the working classes
by the heady leaven of nationalism.
Ignoring the fact that Darwin’s theory of evolution was just that—a
theory—and ignoring the fact that in any case what might be feasible
anthropologically cannot be presumed to hold sociologically, Marx
adapted Darwin’s ideas to the social classes of his day. He asserted that a
social class was definable solely in terms of its relation to the ownership,
the production and the exploitation of all natural economic goods By
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such reasoning, the social class with the greatest control over those ma
terial processes and goods would be the dominant class at any given stage
of history. Owners, workers, entrepreneurs, politicians, aristocrats—
even artists, intellectuals and religionists—were all defined exclusively in
those terms.
Darwin’s theon’ of evolution being what it was, Marx reasoned that
the social classes, like all matter, must always be in a struggle with each
other for survival and dominance. A struggle, in other words, for those
economic goods. That much had to be so. For mankind was and would
always be exclusively matenal, and history was and would alwa)s be
exclusively materialistic
Marx observed further that shifts in the control of economic goods do
not follow a straight-line pattern One social class gets control for a while
Then another rises, clashes with the old, dispossesses it of its control,
and takes over. In imitation of Hegel, Marx continued to call that move
ment of history—that seesaw pattern of shifting control—a dialectic.
Unlike Hegel, of course, Marx continued to insist that the motor of
this struggle was not anything outside or above or transcending the social
classes themselves. Within the vast proletariat of the world, there was
only that inner power, that immanent force, blind and materialistic,
driving the vast basic “structure” of society—the proletariat—to over
throw and cast off the oppressive superstructure of capitalism. It was that
force, in fact, that created a solidanty between all the proletanats of the
world Through the unceasing dialectic of the class struggle, that blind
and material force immanent to the masses was driving them inexorably
forward to the proletarian revolution.
Never a consistent and logical thinker, Marx waffled about some of
the basic properties of this dialectic. It was true, he said sometimes, that
there could be no peaceful shift of control from one class to another, no
movement through a process of democratic reform and renewal. The old
class is destroyed through the sacrifice and suffering of the new class.
Hence the sacrosanct position and exalted function in Marxism of vio
lent revolution. Violent revolution is as natural to mankind’s totally ma
terial condition as the pangs of childbirth to a mother.
On the other hand, Marx allowed for the possibility of democratic
change. He did believe that matter was eternal, but he wasn’t so sure
about the struggle. He left open the point, in other words, of whether or
not the struggle between the classes would be unending.
Whatever the reason might have been—perhaps because he was too
much of a student to indulge in poetic fanaticism, perhaps because his
ideas were adaptations of the ideas of others, perhaps because he was too
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afflicted with painful and seemingly endless carbuncles and other physi
cal ills to indulge in violent revolution, perhaps for all these reasons and
others besides—the fact remains that Marx did not exclude peaceful
change, or improvement through democratic means, as possible ele
ments in his dialectic.
While such credulous errors and inconsistencies in abstract theorizing
can be readily forgiven a pioneer such as Marx, his gross errors in anal
ysis of the concrete data at his hand’s reach are unforgivable by history.
Even taking Marx on his own ground of atheism, virulent opposition to
religion and deep hatred of capitalism, it is impossible to justify his un
founded assumption that between “structure” and “superstructure”
everywhere, there was and can be no homogeneity—no commonality in
matters cultural, religious and philosophical.
In examining the conditions of the social classes of his day. Marx
unequivocally divided the society of all the nations around him into the
structure of the proletariat and the superstructure of the dominant cap
italist classes. He cast the entire world along the lines of his native Prussia
and of Russia, a society in which the state and its apparatus were predom
inant and stood in opposition to a civil society that was leaderless, spine
less and primitive.
True enough, in that society there was no cultural cement between
the classes. There was no organic connection, no cultural relationship,
no mutual loyalties, no shared commonality of daily life between the
powerful and the powerless. And true enough, in that situation, if the
proletariat were to rise up, it would sweep the superstructure of power
away, and never look back.
Myopically, however, Marx applied this analysis to everyone. To Eu
ropean and North American countries. To China and Africa. To all the
nations of the earth without exception. In that sense, Marxist theory,
errors and all, was a geopolitical mandate.
It was all wrong, however. Wrongly based, wrongly analyzed, wrongly
applied. Marx’s theories were not merely colored by, but dependent
upon Marx’s out-of-hand rejection of man’s religious striving, and of any
possibility of the Heavenly Father’s spirit among his children on this
earth. Beyond that, his theories were spun out from the historical myopia
that enveloped him in his exile’s existence.
The England where he lived was still resplendent with the glory of the
Raj and the appanage of a long-reigning queen whose navies laid claim
to the world. It was a place where Disraeli could remark fatuously that
English currency and honor were both “just as acceptable in Piccadilly
as in Shanghai and, I am sure, at the Gates of Heaven.” In such an
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atmosphere, Marx was virtually doomed to play out Kafka’s nightmarish
concept of a pnvatdoeent, a penniless tutor living in a garret, his days
filled with his own imaginings and with jealousy of the university profes
sors who had the benefit of preferential honors, and a good living besides.
Effectively isolated by his overriding personal bias and by physical
circumstance, Marx simply did not see that in Italy or Spain or Ireland
or China—even in England, in fact, where he labored over his flawed
worldview—there was no frontal opposition at all between his hated
“superstructure” of the bourgeoisie and the basic “structure” of the pro
letariat. What there was instead was a considerable homogeneity be
tween all the classes in those countries, as in most others. There was
what could loosely but accurately enough be called a common philo
sophical culture, a common outlook concerning human life, activity and
destiny.
Believing that all religion was trash and that spirit was an opiate in
vented by the bourgeoisie to keep the proletarian masses drugged in their
serfdom, Marx was literally unable to see that between a plowman in
Donegal, a count in his Venetian palazzo, a weaver in Manchester and
a miner in Poland’s Silesia, the selfsame spirit he rejected so roundly
could blow gently, firmly, binding them all, and all their fellows, in the
grace of their common Savior, Jesus Christ, and in the love of their
common Father.
It can hardly be surprising, therefore, that not one of Marx’s political
forecasts was fulfilled in later history. His adaptations of the ideas of men
such as Hegel and Darwin did not benefit from his own a prion bias His
grasp of monetary, fiscal and financial matters was as skewed and primi
tive as his grasp of religion. His demographic studies proved to have no
practical application over time.
For religion, therefore, Marx amounted to no more than another
thumb-mark of the Fallen Archangel consecrated to his own dreadful
oath: “I will not serve.” For politics, he was no more than a cog in the
developing machine of human relations, a character thrown up by cir
cumstances he dreamed of mastering but never understood. For human
intellectualism, he was a mental flatulence; and for human culture, he
was no better than Edgar Allan Poe’s raven, shrieking, “Nevermore!
Nevermore!” at the dawn of a new day.
Doubtless, in a much later and more tranquil age than this era of
Gorbachevism, Marx’s proper epitaph will be written. But in the mean
time, even in this middle period of the Marxist interlude of history, there
are already generations of witnesses—hundreds of millions of witnesses,
living and dead—to the judgment that he would have served the world
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better by far had he joined his father probating wills in the courts of
Trier, or peddled ties and laces on a busy city street of Komgsberg
For now, however, the bespectacled bust atop his grave at Highgate
Hill Cemetery stands as a monument to perverse propaganda and puf
fery. It gives no hint of Karl Marx, renegade Jew, renegade Christian,
halfhearted Satanist, pseudointellectual, whose life effort gave birth to
the most antihuman ideology our world has ever known. The flowing
locks, the ample beard, the bespectacled look of intense concentration
are meant to convey the impression of the professor he so longed to be
and of the sage he never truly was

ii. V. I. Lenin

Had Marx and his ideas not been swallowed head, tail and entrails by the
political founders of world Communism in the twentieth century, begin
ning with Lenin, there need never have been a Marxist interlude in the
progress of human society For what Marx poured out in ink on paper,
Lenin successfully institutionalized
Lenin was as different from Marx as chalk is from cheese. True, he
too borrowed all his ideas from others—chiefly from Marx and Engels.
And true, he too was driven by one all-consuming goal—the worldwide
proletarian revolution Man and Engels had predicted. But, unlike Marx,
Lenin was a doer of deeds of the first order. He never coveted a place of
honor in a university, and he despised the “socialists of the salons
A flawed genius when it came to organization, an utterly unscrupulous
maneuverer for whom any means were acceptable for success, Lenin
adapted Marx’s social engineering theories holus-bolus to his own revo
lutionary needs. He was never saddled with any of Marx’s moral scruples
or intellectual waffling about the violence of that revolution. The fire
that burned in Lenin’s fanatical mind illumined for him a world already

